5 FREE Ways To Calm Your
Overactive Nervous System so
That You Can Feel Balanced and
Relaxed Again
Kersten Kimura

One time I had a conversation with an astrology reader, who told me:
Your nervous system is like an electrical cable but with no insulation to
protect it, so everything that touches it causes a strong reaction. That’s why
your nervous system feels like it’s on overdrive non stop!
Whether or not you believe in astrology, you may feel that this description is
spot on for you.
Here’s how you know that your nervous system is on chronic overdrive:

-

You feel anxious a lot
You feel jittery
Your brain feels foggy
You’re tired a lot
Screens, loud noises and lights drain you
You wake up feeling like you barely slept

- You have developed odd aches and pains in your body, even though you
-

haven’t had a physical injury
Things that used to get you excited, don’t anymore.

I know how this feels because this is how lived for a long time. To be
completely honest with you, these feelings and symptoms tend to come
back occasionally while when stress grows too big or when I don’t take time
for myself the way I should. The tips that I share with you in this guide are
non-negotiable if I want to feel happy, excited and energetic.
Chances are that you’re a sensitive person. A lot of things that energize and
fuel others, exhaust you. You may even think that there’s something weird
about you and you may even try to “ x yourself” to be more like others. But
the more you push, the worse you feel.
The good news is, there’s no need to change anything about YOU. You
simply need to learn a few self care practices and get consistent with them.
They are truly life changing.
Here are my 5 favorite, free ways to calm my nervous system and keep it
balanced, so that I can feel relaxed and at peace most of the time. Just like
with anything else, consistency is key. I hope you give them a try!

Cold Exposure
When I rst tell people to try taking a cold shower, I often get the response:
“Yeah, I believe that it works for you but I just hate the cold”.
I don’t know too many people who would love cold (at least when they rst
start practicing) or have at least some resistance to it. But the bene ts are on
the other side of that resistance.
As a certi ed Cold Exposure coach, I assure you that you’ll love the bene ts.
The way cold works is that it creates a stress response at rst when you get
in, but about 45 seconds in the stress hormones drop and the feel good
hormones kick in.
The rst thing you notice after getting out from an ice cold shower is that you
feel a lot happier. Ecstatic even! No matter how much getting in sucked,
getting out makes it all worthwhile.
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In a long term, cold exposure has been shown to slow down or even reverse
autoimmune diseases, diabetes, thyroid issues, depression, anxiety,
insomnia, and much more. The anti-in ammatory e ect of cold has shown to

reverse many diseases caused by in ammation — arthritis, asthma,
ulcerative colitis, cancers and endometriosis to name a few.
For further reading about the science behind cold exposure, check out Wim
Hof’s book The Wim Hof Method: Activate Your Full Human Potential. I
started with cold by learning it from Wim Hof.
How to get started:
Take your rst cold shower! Start with a normal temperature shower, then at
the end turn the water to as cold as possible. Work your way up to 2
minutes. Even if the rst attempt is only 10 seconds long, keep practicing.
Repeat daily.
My favorite way to practice cold exposure:
I like to take an ice bath late at night. I ll my bath tub with cold water and
add 60 lbs of ice which gets my temperature to around 40F/4.5C. I do it 2-3
times a week.

Breath Work
As Wim Hof says, doing breath work is like getting high but on your own
supply. All you have to do is practice deep breathing into your belly and
chest in a circular manner, and you can literally feel your body getting lighter,
mind getting more clear, and you may even feel like you’re oating or see
colors. It’s pretty magical!
There are many ways to practice breath work. The easiest, and the most
doable way to do it every day is to follow Wim Hof’s breathing technique
which consists of 4 steps:
1. 30 deep inhales into your belly and chest, in a circular manner, like a wave
2. After the last breath, exhale all the air out, then hold that breath for as
long as possible. Your lungs will have very little air in them at this point
3. When you no longer can hold the breath, take a big inhale, hold for about
15 counts
4. Let it out and start the next cycle of 30 deep inhales.
Repeat this for 3-4 times and see how you feel after.
The breath knows exactly what you need each day. Some days you feel
extremely energized after this, other days you may be amazingly chill. The
breath knows what to give you. Trust it.
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Longer, 45 minute or longer breath work sessions have even more profound
e ect. You may cry, laugh, feel anger, joy, sadness, or all of them during one

session. You have to let this stu out and not hold back. It’s a really powerful
experience which can be comparable with plant medicine if you’ve ever tried
it — but there’s no need to take anything!
How to get started with breath work:
Follow Wim Hof’s breath work tutorial and do it exactly as described.
My favorite way to do breath work:
I practice Wim Hof breath work daily, and about once a month, I do a full, 1hour class with an online breath work coach. The former is great for keeping
my stress levels low in everyday life, but the latter is extremely profound and
often results in huge emotional release.
My stress tolerance has increased multiple times after I started practicing ice
baths and breath work. It’s hard to tell which one has been more impactful
because I started them at the same time. I’ve also noticed that I can drink
co ee again which used to make me very jittery, I sleep a lot better, and
insigni cant things (like other people’s opinions or comments!) don’t bother
me nearly as much as they used to. I’m so much more in tune with myself
and my intuition is stronger.

Earthing or Grounding
Earthing or grounding simply means getting your skin to touch the earth. We
all carry energy, as does the Earth, and when we touch the Earth, it has the
ability to balance our energy. It can be an amazingly great tool for improving
sleep, reducing in ammation, and clearing our energy from other people’s
energy that we don’t want to carry with us.
There are many ways to ground yourself:
- Standing in the grass barefoot
- Walking barefoot
- Going to the beach and laying on the sand
- Laying down in your backyard
- Swimming in a lake, ocean or other natural water
- Gardening
How to get started with earthing:
Pick one of the methods above, and practice it for 5-10 minutes each day.
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My favorite ways to earth:
1) Barefoot walking (if the ground is not too hot — which does happen in the
summertime in Phoenix!)

2) Between client calls, I may go outside and stand in the sun with no shoes
on. I imagine the sun washing o any energy that isn’t mine, while I’m
feeling really grounded through my feet.

Expressive Writing
I learned this technique from dr David Hanscom’s book “Back In Control”.
This book is written for people who experience chronic pain. The author is a
spine surgeon who — believe it or not — rarely performs surgeries anymore
because this simple writing technique has proven to be extremely e ective in
freeing people from severe back pain.
Even if you don’t have chronic pain, expressive writing is such a great tool to
let your emotions out which is what we all need to do. See it as a
preventative tool! Many diseases in the body are caused by unexpressed
emotions, and releasing these emotions can prevent and heal these
problems. More about that in John Sarno’s book “The Mindbody
Prescription”.
As someone who has struggled with chronic pain for years, I’ve experienced
that I always feel better when I write, and worse when I don’t for a while.
That’s because if our thoughts and feelings do not get expressed, they start
manifesting in the body as physical pain.
What makes Hanscom’s method unique is that instead of simply writing in a
diary, you get rid of the paper so that you never see this again. This is the
part of the process that makes it so powerful. You can never get back to it,
see it again, ruminate on it again.
In a nutshell, expressive writing looks like this:
1. Every morning and evening, set aside 15 minutes when you won’t be
interrupted, to write
2. Start the time and write freely, without worrying about your handwriting,
grammar, or if your writing makes any sense at all. It doesn’t have to make
sense!
4. The goal is to let your stream of consciousness do its job. If after 15
minutes you still have stu inside you that needs to get out, just keep going.
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How to get started with expressive writing:
Follow the steps above. If you can’t make twice a day happen, write just
once a day.
Continue for at least 4 weeks and see if you feel di erent, if you sleep better,
if your physical body feels stronger, more relaxed, and less achy.

My favorite way to practice expressive writing:
Early in the morning, with a cup of tea or co ee, when everything is still and
quiet. Letting it alllllll out!

Sleep
There’s only one way to truly recharge and reset your body and mind: By
sleeping.
I trust that you don’t buy into the idea that sleep is a waste of time. You need
it.
In complete transparency: After years of trying to x my sleep and doing all
the things right, occasionally I still struggle with sleep. I believe that you
know everything about the importance of dark cool room and no screen time
late at night, so I’m not going to list these things here. Quite frankly, when I
was in my deepest struggle, I wanted to punch anyone who asked me if my
room is cool enough or if I exercise enough. These weren’t the issue. I had
done all the things most sleep doctors tell you to do and still struggled.
Do you know what rst wrecked my sleep in my early 20s, even though I
didn’t have any issues with it previously? Overtraining. Putting too much
pressure on my body, overstimulating it with too much running and never
taking much downtime caused my stress hormones to be elevated all the
time. Add to that extremely low calorie diet and I was in a perfect mess.
If you struggle with sleep, doing too much may be the cause. Whether it’s
too much exercise, too many responsibilities you’ve taken on, too many
thoughts, too much of anything will cause sleep issues. Anything that causes
your body feel unsafe and nervous system to be on high alert, will keep you
awake up at night, whether it manifests as di culty falling asleep or staying
asleep.
How to start sleeping better:
If you have done all the most common things like keeping your room dark
and quiet and not having screens in your bedroom, it’s time to take the next
step.
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Think what are the things that could be making your body feel unsafe. Get
really honest with this. Are you over exercising? Are you constantly pushing
yourself and never take downtime? Are you worrying about things that you
can’t change? All these things put your nervous system in a constant state of
overdrive. You have to calm it down if you want to sleep.

My favorite ways to improve my sleep:
When sleep becomes an issue, I take a look at where I might be overdoing
anything. I admit that I have a tendency to exercise too much because I love
it — but my body will let me know when I’ve gone too far.
If I feel tired during the day, I take a nap if my schedule allows. Some people
warn against it because it could make falling asleep more di cult at night,
but I trust my body’s signals and don’t ght against them. I take a nap if I
need to.
All the tools mentioned above — cold exposure, breath work, earthing and
expressive writing — will help you with sleep because they all calm your
nervous system. Especially thanks to ice bath and breath work, I currently
sleep better than I have in years.
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I hope you give these tips a try! You can always contact me at
kerstenkimura@gmail.com or Instagram at highvibes_kersten to tell me
how you’re doing.

Disclaimer: The Content in this guide is not intended to be a substitute for
professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the advice
of your physician or other quali ed health provider with any questions you
may have regarding your health. Never disregard professional medical advice
or delay in seeking it because of something you read and learned from this
guide.
This guide contains some a liate links. This means that if you choose to
purchase using these links, I earn a small commission with no additional cost
to you.
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Kersten Kimura, PhD, ISSA Certi ed Personal Trainer, Morozko Method
certi ed Deliberate Cold Exposure Coach

